Behavioral memory induced by stimulation of the nucleus basalis: Effects of contingency reversal
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Abstract

Specific behavioral associative memory induced by stimulation of the cortically-projecting cholinergic nucleus basalis (NB) is dependent on intrinsic acetylcholine and shares with natural memory such features as associativity, specificity, rapid formation, consolidation and long-term retention. Herein, we examined extinction and the effects of stimulus pre-exposure. Two groups of adult male rats (n = 4 each) were first tested for behavioral responses (disruption of ongoing respiration) to tones (1–15 kHz), constituting a pre-training behavioral frequency generalization gradient (BFGG). They next received a first session of training, 200 trials of a tone (8.00 kHz, 70 dB, 2 s) either paired with electrical stimulation of the NB (100 Hz, 0.2 s, ~67 μA, NBstm) (group IP) or unpaired (group IU). Twenty-four hours later, they were tested for behavioral memory by obtaining post-training BFGGs. Then the contingencies were reversed yet another 24 h later; the IP group received tone and NBstm unpaired and the IU group received them paired. A final set of generalization gradients was obtained the next day. All stimuli were presented with subjects under state control indexed by regular respiration. Tested 24 h post-initial training, the IP group developed specific associative behavioral memory indicated by increased responses only to CS-band frequencies, while the IU group did not. After subsequent training with unpaired stimuli, the IP group exhibited experimental extinction. Furthermore, after initial exposure to the CS and NBstm unpaired, the IU group exhibited a tendency toward reduced conditioning to CS/NBstm pairing and a significant increase in latency of conditioned responses. The present findings provide additional support for the hypothesis that engagement of the NB is sufficient to induce natural associative memory and suggest that activation of the NB may be a normal component in the formation of natural associative memory.
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1. Introduction

The cholinergic system has been implicated in learning and memory for more than 40 years. Understandably, pharmacological studies have been critical in delineating the role of acetylcholine in these processes. Cholinergic agonists and cholinesterase antagonists can facilitate memory (Introini-Collison & McGaugh, 1988; Stratton & Petrinovich, 1963), promote recovery of memory from brain damage (Russell, Escobar, Booth, & Bermúdez-Rattoni, 1994) and achieve rescue from memory deficits in transgenic mice (Fisher, Brandeis, Chapman, Pittel, & Michaelson, 1998). Lesion studies have also demonstrated the involvement of cholinergic mechanisms. Thus, lesions that reduce levels of acetylcholine (ACh) or choline–acetyl transferase (ChAT) impair learning and memory in a variety of tasks (e.g., Bartus, Flicker, Dean, Pontecorvo, & Figueiredo, 1985; Cabrera, Chavez, Corley, Kitto, & Butt, 2006; Everitt et al., 1987; Mandel, Gage, & Thal, 1989; McGaughy, Dalley, Morrison, Everitt, & Robbins, 2002). In addition, the cortical cholinergic input system was hypothesized to be necessary for the mediation of attentional functions and capacities (Sarter & Bruno, 1997; Sarter, Bruno, & Givens, 2003). To complement these approaches, enhance localization of critical cholinergic neurons and directly test the hypothesis that activation of the cholinergic system is sufficient to induce behavioral associative memory (Weinberger et al., 1990, chap. 3), we have been conducting a series of studies using electrical microstimulation of the nucleus basalis (NB) which is the major source of ACh to the cerebral cortex (Bigl, Woolf, & Butcher, 1982; Johnston, McKinney, & Coyle, 1979; Mesulam, Mufson, Wainer, & Levey, 1983).

We use the redundant term “behavioral memory” at the outset to distinguish genuine memory from learning-related neural plasticity, which many workers unfortunately equate with memory, which is a behavioral level construct. Thus, several laboratories have found that a tone paired with stimulation of the nucleus basalis (NBstm) induces CS-specific plasticity in the primary auditory cortex (e.g., Bakin & Weinberger, 1996; Kilgard & Merzenich, 1998; Moucha, Pandya, Engineer, Rathbun, & Kilgard, 2005; Zhang, Hakes, Bonfield, & Yan, 2005). However, given the hypothesis that ACh is involved in “behavioral memory”, demonstrations of cholin-
ergically-related neural plasticity are insufficient. We explicitly distinguish between plasticity and memory and therefore have conducted studies in which behavioral memory (hereafter “memory”) is assessed.

To determine if Nbstm can induce memory, we obtained behavioral frequency generalization gradients (BFGGs) to many tones following the pairing of a specific tone with Nbstm compared to a control group that received the same stimuli in an unpaired or random manner. We used a highly sensitive behavioral measure (interruption of ongoing respiration) (Konorski, 1967) to reduce the probability of obtaining a false negative conclusion. Significantly larger behavioral responses (interruption of ongoing respiration) to tones per se (i.e., “flat” BFGGs) in the paired group indicated an associative effect, but not specific memory for CS frequencies. In contrast, “inverted V” gradients (i.e., peak at CS frequencies) indicated both associativity and specificity, i.e., the induction of a CS-specific associative memory.

Using this approach, we found that Nbstm can induce specific, associative memory. Memory induced by Nbstm has the following attributes: it is associative, highly specific, can be induced in a single session, becomes stronger over time (“consolidates”) and is retained for at least several days (longest retention period tested) (McLin, Miasnikov, & Weinberger, 2002a; Miasnikov, Chen, & Weinberger, 2006; Weinberger, Miasnikov, & Chen, in press). Nbstm that induces memory is motivationally neutral (Miasnikov, Chen, Gross, Poytress, & Weinberger, 2008a), consistent with the nucleus basalis being functionally located “downstream” from motivational systems, and serving as a “final common path” to modulate the cerebral cortex by the release of Ach. Moreover, post-training scopolamine blocks the induction of memory, indicating the necessary involvement of muscarinic receptors (Miasnikov, Chen, & Weinberger, 2008b). In toto, these findings provide novel and strong support for the view that activation of the cholinergic system is a mechanism that is normally engaged in the formation of natural memory.

Additionally, a particular advantage of the “NB–memory induction” approach is that it provides a means by which the neurobiological substrates of the content or detail of memory can be studied. The use of BFGGs provides a straightforward, objective way of determining whether subjects learned about tones in general or about the specific frequency of the signal stimulus. Furthermore, this focus on the contents of memory has provided insight into the role of the cholinergic system in memory for details of an experience. Thus, the level of Nbstm determines the level of detail in memory. Weak Nbstm (~45 μA) produces a flat BFGG, i.e., memory for tones in general. In contrast, modest Nbstm (~65 μA) induces memory of the CS frequencies themselves, as indicated by BFGGs that are peaked at these frequencies.

If natural associative memory involves activation of the nucleus basalis, then memory for stimuli paired with stimulation of the nucleus basalis (hereafter “NB-induced memory”) should exhibit cardinal attributes of natural memory. The present experiment constitutes one of our final characterizations of NB-induced memory. As noted above, NB-induced memory is associative, specific, can form rapidly, consolidates over time and is retained over days. This study investigated its flexibility by determining the effects of a reversal of CS–Nbstm contingencies on extinction and latent inhibition. Specifically, extinction was examined in a group receiving paired CS and Nbstm by later presenting the CS and Nbstm unpaired. Maintaining the presence of the US avoided possible state confounds due to the removal of cortical arousal induced by Nbstm.

The effects of pre-exposure to unpaired CS and Nbstm was studied in a second group that later received these stimuli paired. This procedure is thought to produce “learned irrelevance” (LIRR) (Mackintosh, 1973). However, this interpretation is controversial and other workers believe that the retardation of learning following pre-exposure of unpaired CS and US can be explained by context-specific latent inhibition (LI) (e.g., Bonardi & Hall, 1996). As the theoretical interpretation of this pre-exposure effect is not of critical importance to the current study, we maintain a neutral, descriptive stance and use the label “LI/LIRR” throughout.

2. Materials and methods

The materials and methods were the same as those previously reported (Miasnikov et al., 2006) and will be described only briefly. All procedures were performed in accordance with the University of California Irvine Animal Research Committee and the NIH Animal Welfare guidelines. During training and testing, subjects were continuously monitored by video cameras.

2.1. Subjects and surgery

The subjects were eight adult male Sprague–Dawley rats (112 ± 24 days of age, 439 ± 44 g, mean ± s.d.), housed individually with ad libitum food and water, on a 12/12 h light–dark cycle (lights on at 7:15 AM). They had been studied previously during acquisition training (paired or unpaired), and the findings reported for nine animals (Miasnikov et al., 2006). The current study concerns the effects of reversing paired and unpaired training protocols for these two groups. The original report was for nine animals but data on reversed contingencies are unavailable for one subject; the complete experimental protocol for eight subjects is shown in Fig. 1 (see Section 2.3 for detailed description). Under general anesthesia (sodium pentobarbital, 40 mg/kg i.p.), an 0.8–mm diameter stainless steel epidural screw recording electrode was inserted over the right primary auditory cortex and two screws over the frontal sinus served as reference electrodes. A concentric bipolar stainless steel stimulating electrode was implanted through the contralateral (left) hemisphere (45° angle in the frontal plane at A–P ~2.2, M–L 3.2; Paxinos & Watson, 1997) into the right nucleus basalis. The final locus was determined by obtaining 1–5 s of auditory cortical EEG activation to stimulation (pairs of 0.2 ms opposite polarity pulses, 100 Hz (Rasmusson, Clow, & Szerb, 1992), 200–300 ms trains; S88 stimulator, linked pair of the PSIU6 isolation units, Grass Instrument Co., Quincy, MA). A dental acrylic pedestal was built with two aluminum hex threaded standoff, embedded therein, and all leads connected to a miniature socket that could be led to a commutator via a multi-conductor cable. Subjects were adapted to allow attachment of a thermistor assembly to their pedestal and allowed 1–2 weeks to recover from surgery.

2.2. Stimuli, recording and data analyses

Training and testing took place while each subject was in a box (23 × 23 × 31 cm) supplied with fresh bedding and lined inside with acoustic-damping tile, contained in a double-walled acoustic chamber. Acoustic stimuli were pure tones (1.0–15.0 kHz, 2 s duration, cosine 10 ms rise/fall time [10–90%], 70 dB SPL) produced by Tucker–Davis Technologies System 3 components (TDT, Alachua, FL) and delivered to a calibrated loudspeaker positioned 35 cm above the floor of the box. After recovery from surgery, Nbstm thresholds were determined while subjects were in a quiet waking state. Nbstm was delivered every few minutes at increasing levels starting at 35 μA (100 Hz bipolar, 200 ms train) until stimulation reliably elicited 1–5 s epoch of cortical activation (decrease in low frequency activity often accompanied by increase in gamma activity). The current levels used in subsequent training with NB stimulation did not elicit body movements.
The induction of memory was determined by comparing behavioral frequency generalization gradients to various tones before and after training (below). The behavioral measure was the magnitude of disruption of ongoing respiration. The rationale for using respiration to detect learning is that the pairing of a tone with another stimulus constitutes classical (Pavlovian) conditioning. Changes in respiration (and several autonomic measures) are sensitive indices of successful classical conditioning, i.e., they reveal the association between two sequentially-paired stimuli, and are widely employed in the field of learning and memory (reviewed in Lennartz & Weinberger, 1992; Winters, McCabe, & Schneiderman, 2002). Respiration was detected as breathing-related thermal fluctuations by a glass-encapsulated thermistor attached to a lightweight pedestal-mounted assembly positioned in front of a naris (Miasnikov et al., 2006).

The amplified output of the thermistor probe was fed to analog-to-digital converting modules and respiration patterns were visualized on a computer screen. Stimuli were given only when respiration was regular, during a state of calm waking. State control was employed to avoid presenting stimuli during periods of very high levels of cortical ACh (e.g., exploration, grooming or REM sleep), or very low levels of ACh (e.g., slow wave [SW] sleep) (Giovannini et al., 2001; Jasper & Tessier, 1971; Kametani & Kawamura, 1990; Marrosu et al., 1995). The rationale for using such state control is that we induce specific memory by pairing a tone with stimulation of the nucleus basalis (see Section 2.3). If NBstm were delivered when the tonic level of ACh in the cortex were very high, then it would probably be ineffective, due to a “ceiling effect”. In such cases, negative results, i.e., failure to induce specific memory, would be uninterpretable. Similarly, if the NB was stimulated when the tonic level of cortical ACh was too low, then the relatively low level of stimulation which we employ (to preclude spread of current and possible elicitation of motor responses or other confounding effects) could be insufficient to adequately engage cholinergic targets in the cortex. Thus any negative findings also would be uninterpretable. State control thus insured that NBstm during training occurred on a baseline of moderate levels of ACh, enabling interpretation of any failure to induce memory as genuine evidence against our hypothesis that properly-timed activation of the NB following tone presentation is sufficient to induce behavioral specific associative memory.
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**Fig. 1.** Experimental design. (A) The six main stages of the experiment used to obtain pre-training and post-training behavioral frequency generalization gradients (BFGG) for the IP and IU groups. (B) Detailed temporal relationships between the stimuli presentation in the various phases of the experiment: delivery of test tones (Days 1, 2, 4 and 6), tone–NBstm pairing (Day 3 in IP and Day 5 in IU groups) and unpaired tone/NBstm (Day 3 in IU and Day 5 in IP groups).
Major evoked changes in respiration occurred within the first 13 s after tone onset. The collected data were used to calculate a “Respiration Change Index” (RCI), on a second-by-second basis. The index was sensitive to increases and decreases of both frequency and amplitude. RCIs were calculated as: \( RCI = \frac{|\text{Post} - \text{Pre}|}{|\text{Post} + \text{Pre}|} \) where the “Post” and “Pre” were the values of power of respiration signal (Weinberger, Miasnikov, & Chen, 2006). An RCI value of zero would indicate no change and a value of 1.0 would indicate complete cessation of respiration. Statistical analyses used SPSS v.16.0 software (SPSS, Chicago, IL).

2.3. Experimental design

The subjects were assigned to two groups, “Initially Paired” (IP, \( n = 4 \)) and “Initially Unpaired” (IU, \( n = 4 \)). After initial training and testing, the contingencies were reversed in the second training phase, i.e., the IP group received tone and NBstm unpaired and the IU received tone and NBstm paired. The former “reversal” constitutes experimental extinction while the latter provides a test for the effects of latent inhibition, i.e., conditioning following exposure to unpaired tone and NBstm.

The protocol required six consecutive days (Fig. 1A). Days 1–2 were for obtaining the pre-training baseline response to test tones; the Day 1 session was used to acclimatize subjects to the testing environment and thus data from this session were not analyzed. Day 3 was the first training session, in which a CS tone was paired with NBstm in the IP group (200 trials per day). The IU group received 200 tones and 200 NBstm in random order with the restriction that no more than three of the same type could occur consecutively and that NBstm could not occur during a 15-s period either immediately following or preceding presentation of the tone (Fig. 1B). (This arrangement has sometimes been termed “pseudo-random”, but we use “unpaired” to distinguish this procedure from “strictly unpaired”, which can produce inhibitory conditioning.) Potential transfer between training and frequency testing sessions was reduced by using different contexts for the two types of session. Thus, animals were delivered to the lab via different circuitous routes and they were trained in the dark (red light) but tested (pre- and post-training) in the light. On Day 4, post-initial-training responses to tones were obtained. The animals were then trained with reversed contingencies (Day 5) and re-tested on Day 6.

During pairing, the animals in each group received the CS tone (8.00 kHz, 2 s, 70 dB SPL) followed by NBstm (same level as determined post-operatively) that overlapped CS presentation and terminated with CS offset (i.e., the CS–NBstm interval was 1.8 s). During unpaired training, also presented to the animals of each group, the stimuli, tone and NBstm, never overlapped. There was no signiﬁcance difference in stimulation current between groups (\( t_d = 1.06, p > .30; \) mean ± s.d.; for all subjects = 67 ± 9 μA). Inter-trial intervals averaged 80 s (range ~25–150 s). On frequency test days, subjects received random presentation of tones of nine different frequencies (1.00, 2.75, 4.50, 6.25, 8.00, 9.75, 11.50, 13.25 and 15.00 kHz; 70 dB SPL; constrained only by presenting not more than two stimuli of the same frequency in a row) for 200 trials total. Intervals between tone presentations averaged 94 s. The initial statistical analyses of respiration responses were based on averaging the data for triplets of frequencies: 1.00–4.50 kHz (lower band), 6.25–9.75 kHz (middle band) and 11.50–15.00 kHz (upper band). The middle frequency band (6.25, 8.00 and 9.75 kHz) is referred to as the “CS band”.

2.4. Histology

Following the completion of the experiment, an electrolytic lesion (4 ms pulses at 100 Hz, 500 μA for 60 s) was made with bipolar current through the stimulating electrode while the animal was under deep sodium pentobarbital anesthesia. The animal was then given an overdose of sodium pentobarbital and perfused through the heart with saline followed with 3.7% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.3). The location of the cortical recording electrode relative to the primary auditory cortex was accomplished by determining its Anterior-to-Posterior (A–P) and Medial-to-Lateral (M–L) coordinates relative to Bregma and midline, respectively, and plotting them onto a stereotaxic map of the auditory and surrounding areas of cortex derived from the Paxinos and Watson (1997) atlas. Histological processing of the brain to locate the sites of the NB stimulating electrodes used conventional methods and has been reported (Miasnikov et al., 2006).

3. Results

3.1. Location of electrodes

The electrode sites were re-evaluated from the preceding report (Miasnikov et al., 2006) because of the difference in subject population. All of the cortical recording electrodes were located above the primary auditory cortex. The recording sites of the IP and IU groups were intermingled and differed either in the A–P (\( t_d = 0.57, p > .55 \)) nor the M–L (\( t_d = 0.97, p > .35 \)) dimensions (two-tailed t-tests). The stimulation sites of the IP and IU groups were intermingled and did not differ in the A–P (\( t_d = 0.33, p > .75 \)), M–L (\( t_d = 0.44, p > .65 \)), or the D–V (\( t_d = 0.00, p > .99 \)) dimensions (two-tailed t-tests) (see also Fig. 1 in Miasnikov et al., 2006). In general, the coordinates of the area of stimulation, as referenced to the coronal plane, were as follows: A–P, 1.74 ± 0.50 mm (mean ± s.d.); M–L, 3.08 ± 0.61 mm; D–V, 7.28 ± 0.32 mm. All stimulation sites were in the basal forebrain within structures containing corticopetal cholinergic cells, including those that project to the auditory cortex (Bignall et al., 1982; Johnston et al., 1979; Luiten, Gaykema, Traber, & Spencer, 1987; Mesulam, Mufson, Levey, & Wainer, 1983; Rye, Wainer, Mesulam, Mufson, & Saper, 1984).

3.2. Effect of initial training and reversal of tone–NBstm contingencies

Behavioral frequency generalization gradients (BFGG) were obtained before and after initial training and after reversal of the contingencies in the second training session. The IP and IU groups exhibited the same respiratory responses to tones of 1–15 kHz before training. In contrast, 24 h after initial training, they exhibited differential responses. Fig. 2 provides examples of behavior for single presentations of three tones for an IP animal (Fig. 2A) and an IU animal (Fig. 2B). Both subjects exhibited little response to either the CS tone (8.00 kHz) or a lower (2.75 kHz) or higher (15.00 kHz) tone prior to training. However, after training, the IP animal displayed a large response to the CS frequency, although still no responses to the higher and lower frequencies, indicating CS-specific response augmentation. In contrast, the IU subject displayed no post-training response to the CS frequency, or to the sideband frequencies. Following reversal of the contingencies, their response profiles were inverted. There were no responses of the IP animal to either the CS or the sideband tones. In contrast, pairing the CS and NBstm for the IU animal led to development of CS-specific conditioned behavior; the animal showed clear behavioral response to the CS frequency but no response to the lower and higher test frequencies.

Fig. 3 summarizes the group data. Before initial training, the responses of both IP and IU groups were similar to the lower (1.0–4.5 kHz), the CS (6.25–9.75 kHz) and the higher (11.5–15.0 kHz) frequency bands. The animals were differentially sensitive to different frequencies, as expected from the rat’s audiogram (Heffner,
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Heffner, Contos, & Ott, 1994) (2-way ANOVA, frequency factor: $F_{(2, 1550)} = 15.77$, $p < .0001$). However, there was no significant difference between the IP and IU groups ($F_{(1, 1550)} = 0.40$, $p > .50$) (Fig. 3A). Conversely, the groups did differ after initial training ($F_{(1, 1600)} = 15.06$, $p < .0002$). The frequency factor remained significant ($F_{(2, 1600)} = 1638$, $p < .0001$) and the Group × Frequency interaction was significant ($F_{(2, 1600)} = 8.54$, $p < .0003$). Post-hoc tests revealed that the between-group difference was limited to the CS frequency band (Tukey’s test: $p < .0001$); groups did not differ in response to the lower ($p > .99$) or higher ($p > .95$) frequency bands. These findings indicate that the IP group had acquired an associative CS-specific memory following tone–NBstm pairing that could be detected 24 h after training, whereas the IU group did not (Fig. 3B and D).

When animals were re-tested after reversing the contingencies in the second training period, the response profiles were inverted. The difference between the IP and IU groups was again significant ($F_{(1, 1599)} = 18.87$, $p < .0001$). However, the direction of change was
opposite to that found after initial training (compare Figs. 3B, D and C, E). Both the frequency factor ($F_{(2, 1599)} = 16.19, p < .0001$) and the Group × Frequency interaction ($F_{(2, 1599)} = 8.11, p < .0004$) were significant. Post-hoc tests revealed that the between-group difference was once again limited to the CS frequency band (Tukey’s test: $p < .0001$); responses did not differ at lower ($p > .70$) and higher ($p > .99$) frequency bands (Fig. 3C and E). These findings indicate that the IP group had undergone experimental extinction of the CS-specific memory that had been induced during initial training.

Fig. 3. Effects of sequential training on NB-induced memory. (A) Pre-training (“Before”) frequency generalization gradients to tones in three frequency bands: “Low” (1.0–4.5 kHz), “CS” (6.25–9.75 kHz [framed with rectangle]; the CS was 8.00 kHz), and “High” (11.5–15.0 kHz). There were no significant differences between the IP (black bars) and IU (opened bars) groups before training. Graph bars show mean ± s.e. of Respiration Change Index, RCI (Y-axis). (B) Post-initial-training (“After Initial Training”) generalization gradients for the IP and IU groups. Note the significant difference in response between the groups in the CS frequency band, and no difference in response within both lower and higher sidebands, indicating CS-specific associative behavioral learning. (C) Post-second-training (“After Reversed Contingencies”) generalization gradients for the IP and IU groups. Note the significant difference in response in the CS band between the two experimental groups. There were no significant differences in responses at the Low and High frequency bands. (D) Differential plots reflecting the changes from the baseline (“Before”) to the post-initial-training (“After Initial Training”) responses to tones for the IP (black bars) and IU (opened bars) groups. Post-pairing responses (IP group) were significantly larger within the CS frequency band while showing no significant differences at lower and higher bands with respect to the baseline response levels. In contrast, post-unpaired responses (IU group) were smaller within the CS frequency band while responses within the lower and higher bands did not change much relative to the baseline. (E) Following reversal of contingencies, the group responses showed the reversal as well. Now the responses of the IU animals were stronger within the CS frequency band while remaining unchanged within the lower and higher bands. Conversely, responses of the IP animals declined from the level achieved as a result of initial training. The decline was statistically significant and most pronounced at the CS. There were no significant changes in responses at lower and higher frequency bands. **p < .005.
It is noticeable that the decline in CS-band responses following extinction was deep enough to overshoot the baseline (“Before”) responses on the downside by 16% (that is the overshoot represented 43% of the entire decline manifested in the extinction). However, the overshoot (the CS-band post-extinction responses being compared to the “Before” baseline) did not reach the level of significance ($p > .10$). None of the sideband responses showed statistically significant overshoot either.

We also determined the effects of pre-exposure to the CS and NBstm on learning in the IU group. We compared the IU responses to the CS Frequency band after subsequent pairing, relative to its baseline responses (“Before”), with the post-pairing responses of the IP group relative to its own “Before” baseline. This analysis showed that pre-exposure tended to retard learning. The IU group exhibited a 9% increase in response after pairing, compared to a 21% increase in the IP group. However, this difference was not statistically significant ($p > .10$; two-tailed $t$-test). Neither of the sideband responses exhibited significant differences either ($p > .50$, higher band; $p > .80$, lower band).

### 3.3. Temporal pattern of behavioral responses

The measurement of the interruption of respiration, as a sensitive index of the formation of specific memory for up to 20 s following tone onset, provides a distinct opportunity to determine the temporal dynamics of behavior that is not afforded by most other behavioral analyses. As testing to obtain behavioral generalization gradients requires the presentation of many test frequencies, it was impossible to obtain a spectro-temporal (S–T) profile of behavior that transcended the 2-s period of tone presentation. Although seldom studied, behavior that occurs after stimulus offset may also be indicative of mnemonic processes. To visualize the over-all S–T pattern of differences between groups, we subtracted the S–T pattern of the groups (details below) to yield either any pre-training differences, or the associative differences produced by both initial training and training after reversal of the contingencies. The findings are shown in Fig. 4 in two displays: 3-D differences in magnitude of S–T patterns (Figs. 4A–C) and 2-D differences divided into quintiles of response differences (Figs. 4D–F).

Fig. 4A and D shows the S–T differences for the baseline (pre-training) period (IP minus IU groups). There was little difference between groups, mainly a relatively small difference in the first 10 s for $\sim$3.0–8.0 kHz. The S–T pattern was markedly changed after initial training. Fig. 4B and E (IP minus IU groups) show that the IP group had a substantially greater response than the IU group at and near the CS frequency. While the maximum difference was short-latency (1–3 s), this difference continued for the 20-s recording period and became more specific to the CS frequency band. Thus, initial training produced specific associative behavior of extended duration.

Reversing the contingencies in the second training session produced major changes in the S–T pattern. This is shown in Fig. 4C and F in which the IP group (now unpaired) data were subtracted from the IU group (now paired) data. This analysis yields the associative effects when the contingencies were reversed. Once again, pairing produced specific associative memory that was evident in behavior in a particular S–T pattern. However, the pattern differed from that of initial training. The associative effect was shifted in the temporal domain; the maximum associative effects were of longer latency, $\sim$5–10 s vs. $\sim$1–3 s following initial training. Thus, although the prior standard analysis, which collapsed behavior across time within a trial, failed to reveal interference by stimulus pre-exposure, the S–T analysis did reveal an effect, in the form of delayed conditioned responses.

Fig. 5 shows the results of a statistical evaluation of the S–T patterns of behavioral responses, at both the 99% and 99.9% confidence levels ($p < .01$ and $p < .001$, respectively). Note the statistical significance of the 3-D response peaks (Fig. 4B and C) and corresponding 2-D response maps (Fig. 4E and F) at both levels of confidence. This analysis shows that the increase in latency of associative responses following contingency reversal was statistically significant. In other words, although stimulus pre-exposure of the IU group did not significantly reduce the specificity or magnitude of associative learning, it did significantly increase the latency of its associative responses.

### 4. Discussion

#### 4.1. Summary and validity of the findings

The goal of this study is to further characterize behavioral memory induced by pairing a tone with stimulation of the cholinergic nucleus basalis. This line of research was initiated by the discovery that tone paired with stimulation of the nucleus basalis induced CS-specific shifts of frequency receptive fields in the primary auditory cortex (Bakin & Weinberger, 1996). Subsequently, several laboratories replicated and extended this finding, all within a framework of cholinergic mechanisms underlying learning and memory (e.g., Chen & Yan, 2007; Kilgard & Merzenich, 1998; Moucha et al., 2005; Zhang, Hamilton, Nathanson, & Yan, 2006). Although extensive pharmacological studies had, and continue to, implicate the cholinergic system in learning and memory, they are limited in the ability to pinpoint specific cholinergic neural structures or circuits and to actually induce memory. Thus, such nucleus basalis stimulation studies are valuable in their ability to locate critical cholinergic loci. However, demonstrations of NB-induced specific plasticity provide a presumptive, rather than a direct, link between the cholinergic system and actual memory. Even granting that specific associative plasticity is at least part of a substrate of memory, a general tendency to more-or-less equate learning-related neural plasticity with memory can be considered to constitute a “category error”, i.e., attribution to a part the properties of the whole (Ryle, 1949). Thus, the rationale for determining if NB stimulation can induce behavioral memory, as opposed merely to inducing neural plasticity, is that allegations of cholinergic sufficiency for memory formation can be directly tested.

If activation of the NB during natural learning is sufficient to induce memory, as well as neural plasticity, then appropriately-timed direct stimulation of the NB should be sufficient to also induce memory. Moreover, NB-induced associative memory should have major characteristics of natural associative memory. Previous experiments had revealed that this type of memory is associative, highly specific, rapidly acquired, can be induced in a single session, becomes more precise over time (“consolidates”) and is retained for at least several days (Introduction; see also Weinberger, 2007; Weinberger et al., in press). They also revealed that the NB-induced memory does require the engagement of muscarinic cholinergic receptors (Miasnikov et al., 2008b). The current study examined experimental extinction and the effects of CS and NBstm unpaired pre-exposure (i.e., potential effects of LI/LIRR, latent inhibition or learned irrelevance).

#### 4.2. Extinction

It is now almost universally agreed that behavioral extinction indexes the learning of a new “inhibitory” contingency rather than the loss of the original association. Such inhibitory learning is itself both expressed by the reduction of response to the CS and by its ability to interfere with new learning to the CS (Bouton, 2007; Mackintosh, 1974). Thus, extinction is indicative of the flexibility of mnemonic processes in adjusting behavior to changing circum-
stances. The current findings show that after pairing a tone with stimulation of the NB in the IP group, which induces specific associative memory, disrupting the initial contingency produces a loss of frequency-specific response. We interpret this change in behavior as indexing experimental extinction as it encompasses the key elements of extinction, i.e., elimination of the contingency between the CS and NBstm. However, the procedures that we employed are different from standard extinction protocols, in which the US is simply absent while the CS continues to be presented. Instead of removing the NBstm, which is a proxy for the US, we retained the “US” but removed its ability to be predicted by the CS tone.

Our rationale was twofold. First, this permitted a balanced design with the IU group so that both groups experienced the same stimuli in both phases of the experiment, undergoing only a change in the CS–NBstm relationship. Second, and generally overlooked, is the fact that removal of the US also produces a change in the state of subjects. For example, removing a shock US in fear conditioning also reduces the arousal level of the animals. We wished to avoid this confound, not only because it complicates the interpretation of the results, but because it would lead to grossly different levels of ACh released into the cerebral cortex, including the auditory cortex. There is close relationship between arousal level
and the level of ACh in the cortex, the greater the arousal, the greater the level of ACh (e.g., Cape & Jones, 1998, 2000; Celesia & Jasper, 1966; Metherate, Cox, & Ashe, 1992; Phillis, 1968; Phillis & Chong, 1965; Rasmusson & Szerb, 1976). Therefore, removing NBstm from the IP group during the second phase of the experiment would have had a detrimental consequence: subjects' lowered arousal level would have meant that comparisons between the IP and IU groups during the second phase would engender a confound in arousal level, so that any differences in behavior could not be attributable exclusively to the training contingencies.

That the IP group exhibited behavioral extinction when its contingency was changed indicates that NB-induced memory possesses another important attribute of natural associative memory. This finding adds to the evidence that engagement of the NB during normal learning is sufficient to induce natural associative memory. That NB-induced memory possess attributes of natural memory is important because it reduces the possibility that induced memory is simply a demonstration of what the brain can be “forced to do” by an intervention such as electrical microstimulation. We do realize that in principle, one could examine all associative phenomena to determine if NB-induced memory has all of the attributes of normal associative memory. However, we believe that this would not be a good strategy, and address this issue in the final section of this paper.

4.3. Effect of pre-exposure to unpaired tone and NBstm

The IU group first received tone and NBstm in unpaired and later received them in a standard, paired relationship. This constitutes pre-exposure to both the CS and the “US”, i.e., NBstm...
which was presented at the time that a standard US ordinarily would be given. With reference to such “proxy” status, it is important to note that NBstm that induces specific associative memory is motivationally neutral, i.e., it has neither positive nor negative valence (Miasnikov et al., 2008a) although it can elicit changes in respiration and heart rate (McLin, Miasnikov, & Weinberger, 2002b).

Thus, the current experiment is not a mere demonstration that brain stimulation which is appetitive or aversive can serve as a US, as it is often used in tracing a conditioning circuit (e.g., Chapman, Steinmetz, & Thompson, 1988; Cruikshank, Edeline, & Weinberger, 1992; Steinmetz, Lavond, & Thompson, 1989). Rather, it is a test of a particular model of natural sensory associative learning, which posits a “final common path” for the long-term, specific storage of information via activation of the nucleus basalis, its release of ACh into the auditory cortex and the subsequent engagement of cholinergic receptors in the auditory cortex (Weinberger, 1998, 2007).

Pre-exposure to a CS generally retards subsequent acquisition to that stimulus, a process known as “latent inhibition” (e.g., Lubow & Moore, 1959). Less well known, but also established, are the effects of exposure to the US prior to attempting conditioning. This “US pre-exposure effect” also is indexed by retardation of acquisition, when the US is later used in conditioning (Kremer, 1971).

Additionally, retardation of learning when there is pre-exposure to both the CS and US has been interpreted as “learned irrelevance” (LIRR) (e.g., Baker, 1976; Baker & Mackintosh, 1977; Bennett, Maldonado, & Mackintosh, 1995). However, LIRR has been disputed: other workers have been arguing that the CS/US pre-exposure effect can be explained by recourse to the sum of latent inhibition and the “US alone pre-exposure effect” (e.g., Bonardi & Hall, 1996; Bonardi, Hall, & Ong, 2005: Bonardi & Ong, 2003). Regardless of the ultimate theoretical explanation of the effects of CS and US pre-exposure on later associative learning, the role of the NB is of interest, at the very least with reference to the characteristics of natural associative memory. If the pre-exposure effect were found with CS/NBstm pre-exposure, then there might be a neural link between a specific brain structure and several important psychological problems.

Group IU received about 200 presentations each of tone and NBstm (i.e., CS and “US”) alone prior to their pairing when the contingencies were reversed in the second phase of the experiment, thus potentially producing L/I/LIRR due to pre-exposure to the CS, the “US” or both.

The present study does provide modest support for the pre-exposure effect using tone and NB stimulation. First, the magnitude of CS band conditioned responses was smaller in the IU group than in the IP group, specifically 42% of the latter group (Fig. 3). However, this effect was not statistically significant, therefore it should not be given undue weight. Second, the S–T analysis of response latencies (Fig. 5) demonstrates that the pre-exposure to unpaired stimulation eliminated the early components of conditioned responses following subsequent pairing, delaying associative behavior several seconds (e.g., Fig. 4C and F). The early component is ordinarily well-developed following training in naïve subjects (Fig. 4B and E). In addition, the pre-exposure retardation of acquisition was specific to the CS band, a degree of specificity that has not been reported previously. However, whether the current effects are due to latent inhibition or learned irrelevance cannot be determined from the present study.

4.4. Spectro-temporal patterns of associative responses

As noted, CS-specific associative memory developed both in the IP group in initial training and in the IU group after contingency reversal. However, spectro-temporal analyses of associative responses revealed a different latency of associative responses. This associative latency effect would not have been detected had analysis been limited to the 2-s period of tone presentation. Rather, it might have been concluded that pre-exposure of the IU group to the CS and NBstm unpaired had produced little associative response.

These findings demonstrate in general the importance of employing behavioral analyses that are sufficiently sensitive to avoid a Type II error. Thus, while such pre-exposure did not appear to retard subsequent acquisition of processing of frequency information, the significant increase in response latency may indicate the involvement of additional processing resources. Thus, the IU group may have had to overcome presumptive prior learning that the CS predicted nothing, so that suppression of this knowledge may have required an extra step before the new association could become manifest. Such “on-line” behavioral tracking could prove useful in pursuing networks of neurons engaged in the formation of specific memories.

4.5. Future directions for NB-induced associative memory

The current study has demonstrated that specific, associative behavioral memory that is induced by stimulation of the nucleus basalis exhibits experimental extinction. However, it is moot regarding latent inhibition, probably because of the use of physiologically-potent NBstm, which is neither sensory nor motivationally in character. These findings raise the issue of how many characteristics of natural memory should be found to also occur for NB-induced memory? For example, should latent inhibition be re-studied by presenting tone alone before pairing it with NBstm? We have explained above our rationale for the current design of maintaining the same overall density of tone and NBstm throughout the study. Innumerable other associative phenomena could be studied as well (Bouton, 2007). At what point is the specter of “diminishing returns” attained? We suggest that this point may now have been reached. NB-induced memory has been shown to possess key attributes of natural associative memory: associativity, specificity, rapid acquisition, consolidation, long-term (days) retention and now experimental extinction.

NB-induced memory also permits a “dissection” of memory processes. It does not involve motivational and emotional processes; thus, aspects of “pure” associative processes can be studied neurobiologically. For example, now that NB-induced memory has been shown to be very similar to natural memory, it would be appropriate to determine the neural effects and the neural networks that enable NBstm to produce associative memory. Another advantage of NB-induced memory is that it provides a way to understand the contents of memory, because the level of activation controls the level of detail that is encoded, stored and retrieved; low levels of activation produces association without frequency specificity (“flat” generalization gradients), whereas moderate levels of activation produce both associativity and specificity (“sharp” generalization gradients with a peak at the CS frequency band) (Weinberger et al., 2006).

Finally, a third line of inquiry that is now possible given the known attributes of NB-induced memory is that of investigating the behavioral use of the embedded information. For example, suppose a subject has “learned” that an 8.0 kHz tone is important because it has been paired with NBstm, although the tone likely signifies importance without serving as a signal for anything. Nonetheless, if 8.0 kHz is now behaviorally pre-potent, then the subject should be more likely to pay attention when it encounters this stimulus in a new setting, in the absence of NBstm. The heightened salience of this tone should have predictable consequences if indeed NB-induced memory involves the encoding of information in the same sense that natural learning does, e.g., the importance
of the CS frequency. This information should be capable of facilitating new learning or the solution of a completely novel problem. This outcome would serve as the first validation that specific information can be directly "inserted" into the brain.
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